










Conestoga Launch Services 
Model 
Performance (Ibs) 
LEO (I = 38°) (100 N'M CIRe) 









1669 1679 3632 
3000 3300 4720 
2450 2750 3820 
-------------------







Guidance, Navigation, and 
Control Analysis 
Payload Fairing 
Similar Programs Supported 
• Space Shuttle GN&C 
• Minuteman & Peacekeeper IV & V 
• Delta PLF Separation System 
• Minuteman and Polaris Shrouds 
• Numerous Missile Deployment Systems 
Scot, Inc. Stage Attach/Separation HIW • Atlas liAS Attach/Separation Systems 
Altair Aerospace Corp. Ground Software 










• Space Shuttle 
• Apollo 





• Atlas liAS Ignition and Destruct System 
• Titan IV Destruct System 
• Delta SRB Separation System 
• Shuttle SRB Ordnance System 
• MAXIS and Prospector 




~ Contract A ward 
o Authorization to Proceed 
[tf Hardware Preliminary Design Review 
li1 Critical Design Review 
G?f Hight Software Preliminary Design Review 
~ Wind Tunnel Test 
~ STAR 48V Q-1 Static Test Firing 
li1 Hight Software Critical Design Review 
[tf CASTOR IV AlB SRMs, Hardware 
Components Complete 
li1 STAR 48V Flight SRM Poured 
[tf MAXUS Flight (CASTOR IVB) 
G?f Wallops Hight Facility Launch Pad Poured 
~ Strap-on Thrust Ring Fabrication 
~ Jettison Hardware Fabrication 
G?f Clamp Band Fabrication 
~ WFF Launch Site and Service Tower Complete 
G?f STAR 48V Q.2 Static Test Firing 
JlJ Payload Fairing Separation Test 
G?f CASTOR IV AlB SRMs Delivered to WFF 
[tf EGSE Fabrication 
G?f MGSE Fabrication 
~ Certified Hight Software Delivery 
D Avionics Integration Complete 
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Qualification Testing Performed at Unit, Subsystem, and System Levels 
Subsystem/Component Level 
• Static Load Test for All Load Bearing Structures 
• Random Vibration and Thermal Cycling for All Components at the Unit Level 
• Pyrotechnic Separation Tests 
- Payload Fairing 
- Third Stage Clamp Band and Springs 
- Jettison Thrusters 
• Ordnance 
- ISOS Interrupter Qualification 
- Subscale System Test 
• Two STAR 48V Static Firings 
System Level 
• EMI Test for the Upper Stack Assembly 
• Acoustic Testing of the Upper Stack Assembly 
• Software 
- Hardware-in-the-Loop Test 
• End-to-End Mission Sequence Testing on Pad 





• Composite Construction 
• Thrusting Joint Separation 
System 
• RF Transparent or Opaque 
• 72-lnch Diameter, Lengths 





12' to 24' 
_ Payload Dynamic 
Envelope 
- - - -
I+- 64'-+1 

















Conestoga EL Vs Offer Variable Length, 
7211 Diameter Payload Fairings 
0.00' 
L-_---'_ -60' 
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• Modularity of Conestoga Fleet Provides Continuous 
and Flexible Size Selection for a Broad Range of 
Payload Requirements From 500 to Over 4700 Pounds 
• Allows "Right Sizingll for Most Cost-Effective Match 
of Vehicle and Payload 
• Common Motor Families Support All Configurations 
" Fairing Design and Range of Standard Lengths 
OfferUsers a Variety of Size and Access Options 
Circular Orbit - 38 Degree Inclination (WFF) 
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o 500 1000 1500 2000 Z500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 
Paylo.d Weight (lb.) 
Circular Orbit - 90 Degree Inclination (WTR) 
500 
400 1\ ~ _____ 1229 , ____ 3632 
300 r\ \ 
200 
100 ~ 
o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 
Plyload Weight (lb.) 
SYSTEMS 
Circular Orbit - 28.5 0 Inclination (ETR) 
2500 
---Oelta 
2000 -I------i-----t----;--+-------j --D- Pegasus 
-+-Taurus 
1500 ----¢- Conestoga 3632 
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• Clamshell Design 
;\I!:ln1IC n 
SAG-5792-3116/93 





• Upperstage Lift Fixture and Support Pallet 
Combined support stand and lift fixture for Upperstage buildup, transport to the Launch Pad, 
and installation on the Core CASTOR. 
• Tower Monorail 
One Ton hoist located in overhead area of Level 4 with pivot point of approximately 90° to 
position Payload units directly over the vehicle centerline for late access installation. 
• Upperstage Environment Curtain 
Provides enclosure around the Payload and Upperstage for maintaining the positive air flow 
and clean environment during payload integration at the pad. 
• SRM Thermal Environment Curtain 
Provides enclosure for providing/maintaining a constant predetermined temperature to 
optimize the SRM performance. 
_______________ _ SYS_ _ 
-------------------
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• CASTOR Motor Installation GSE 
Provides hoisting and mating capability of Core and Strap-On CASTORs to the Launch 
Mount. Includes the CASTOR Breakover Fixture, Aft Trunnion Pins, Forward Lifting Lugs, 
Forward Lifting Fixture, Horizontal Lifting Beam, Motor Chocks, Temporary Support Stand. 
• Fairing Transfer Canister 
Container to protect and transport the Fairing and/or Payload to the Launch Pad for 
installation onto the Launch Vehicle. 
• IFM Electrical Umbilical Retraction System 
Provides attach and retract mechanism for electrical umbilical. Initial signal sent for 
retraction at vehicle "first motion". 
• Fairing ECS Umbilical Retraction System 
Provides attach system for ECS ducting and retract mechanism. Initial signal sent for 
retraction at vehicle IIfirst motion ". 
• Hydraulic Cart 
Provides hydraulic source for CASTOR TVC systems testing prior to launch. 
SYSTEMS 
BH RACK EMERGENCY SAFEING PANEL POWER AND DATA RACKS UIJ-BOX 
• Conestoga Launch Control System (CLCS) - Controls the Launch Vehicle Subsystems via EGSE and originates all testing, 
countdown, and launch operations. 
• Blockhouse Rack (BH Rack) - Provides for the conversion Interface for telemetry (TIM) data to and from the Launch Vehicle 
and contains the ground telemetry unit for decommutatlng TIM data. 
• Emergency Sating Panel - Provides the inde~endent and remote mechanical mechanism to disable and/or safe the Launch 
Vehicfe Safe and Arm (S&A) devices and all of the Electro-Explosive Devices (EEDs) of the Launch Vehicle. 
• Power and Data Racks -- Provides ground power for the Launch Vehicle, S-Band Receiver, and Bit Synchronizer. 
• Umbilical Interface Junction Box (UI J-Box) - Provides the Interface between the Launch Vehicle (LV) and the EGSE via the 
umbilical and provides the electrical and power signal interface to the LV and external EGSE circuitry. 
• Ordnance Simulator -- Provides simulation of the actual LV ordnance devices such as EEDs and S&As during flight simulation. 
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Commercial Payload ()perations 
Control Center (COMPOCC) 
(Space Industries) 












Launch Vehicle & Services 
Service Module 
Recovery Systems Services 
Orbital Operations 
Contractor CCDS* Monitor 
Center for Space Transportation 
and Applied Research (CSTAR) 
Westinghouse CSTAR 
Space Industries Center for Macromolecular Cystollagraph 
EER Systems Consortium for Materials Development 
in Space (University of Alabama) 
Westinghouse Center for Space Power (Texas A&M 
University) 
Space Industries BioServe (University of Colorado) 
Space Industries Space Vacuum Epitaxy Center 
(University of Houston) 
Scheduled Launch Dates: COMET 1 1994 
* Center for Commercial Development of Space 
COMET 2 .. November 1994 . 
COMET 3··. September 1995 Under Review 
COMET4September1996 
COMET 5 September 1997 
• Launch Vehicle Required 
Performance 
3000 Ib Payload Into 
125 x 125 nm Orbit 
Any Inclination Acceptable 
Tolerance of + 2° on 
Selected Versus 
Achieved Inclination 
• Conestoga 1679 Launch Vehicle 
Performance 
3000 Ib In~o 125 x 125, 
± 10 nm Orbit 
38 + 0.50 Inclination 
946.10 Clamp Band 
PAF Assembly (CON·XXXXX) 
IFM Assembly (CON·XXXXX) 
CSR Assembly (CON·XXXXX) 
Strap·On Booster Assembly 
(CON·06615) 
Strap·On Booster Assembly 
(CON'06613) 
~---656.55 
PLF Assembly (CON·XXXXX) 
-r--- 585.55 PLF Cylindrical Section 
/J--I---572.10 Access Port 
~~ 1---- 452.23 PAF to Service Module 
1F--""tI--- 44.236 STAR 63 to PAF 
1'n=~1!t1-';:=-- 402.04 MMR to STAR 63 
393.24 
,....II--\:-'\.... 374.95 IFM to PLF and IFM to MMR 
l=t;:zfl=~- 326.83 
L313.02 
Core Booster Assembly (CON·06610) 
Strap-On Booster Assembly (CON·06615) 
Strap-On Booster Assembly (CON·066n) 
Core Thrust Ring 
------- - - - - - - --
-------------------
Fiscal Year 1992 I !..993 __ J 1994 I 1995 
.-~-.-.-.--.-.. --~.-~. 
I 1996 I 1997 I 1998 
Calendar Year 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
._----._._._---------
1'l'21314 1 r 213l' 4 1121314 1121314 1 121314 1 T 2-' 314' 1 121314 Quarter 
---
COMET 
Firm Launches 194 
COMET-1 6 11/94 
COMET-2 9/95 
COMET-3 Under Review 








Optional Launches I 
5/94 5/95 
OLS 2500-1 6······6 
6/95 5/96 
OLS 2500-2 ~ ..... ~ 
6/96 5/97 
OLS 2500-3 ~ ..... ~ 
6197 5/98 
OLS 2500-4 ~ ..... ~ 
• Extensive Heritage of Flight Proven Systems and Components Provides 
for High Probability of Success 
• Modular Design Provides Launch Vehicle Tailored to Varied Mission 
Requirements 
• Largest Fairing in Small Launch Vehicle Arena Available in Three 
Standard Sizes or Custom Lengths 
• Wallops Launch Facility With Portable Service Tower (PST) Is Complete 
- Procedures, Equipment, and PST Readily Transferable to Eastern or 
Western Launch Sites 
• COMET and SOlO OLS2500 Vehicle Development and Mission 
Operations Experience Will DemonstrateNalidate Modular 
Components/Systems and Operational Procedures 
- - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - -
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